
Special Feature 1 Social Contributions Through Business Activities

Social contributions through business 
activities

We are expanding our initiatives on a global scale by 
developing new products and new environmentally 
friendly materials that contribute toward low fuel 
consumption and the reduction of substances harmful 
to the environment, and by promoting the improvement 
of quality of the Group’s products.

We have the top global market share for half bearings used in engines by all automobile manufacturers in 
Japan and major overseas manufacturers.
In addition, our bearings are used in high-revving motorcycle engines because they contribute to increased 
durability and reliability at higher RPM.

Contributing to low fuel consumption 
through efforts to develop 
environmentally friendly materials and 
products

Contributing to the growth 
of electric vehicles (EVs)

Automotive and motorcycle

Contributing toward the energy efficiency of automotive 
engines through low friction properties, and contributing to the 
reduction of CO₂
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低摩擦特性により自動車用エンジンのエネルギー効率に寄与し、
CO₂削減に貢献
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Half bearings 
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Global share

33%
* Company estimate for 2019

Against the backdrop of resource constraints and 
growing concern about environmental issues in recent 
years, demand for EVs is expected to rise.
　Our Group company DM Casting Technology 
(Thailand) Co., Ltd. received multiple orders for 
aluminum die-cast products for EVs from Japanese 
automotive parts manufacturers and commenced 
production in February 2020. We will actively focus 
on EV components that are expected to dramatically 
increase in demand, and contribute to measures for 
reducing environmental impact and climate change.
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As one of the few bearing manufacturers in the world that can carry out integrated production of marine 
engine bearings starting from the bearing materials, we have the top global market share for low-speed 
marine diesel engine bearings.

Fulfilling our role in the large ships 
that support Japan and people’s daily 
lives

Environmentally friendly 
transportation

Marine

Low-speed diesel engine bearings

Source: The Japanese Shipowners’ Association, 
SHIPPING NOW 2020-2021

(Thousands of kilojoules/metric ton-kilometer)

Energy required to transport one metric 
ton of cargo for one kilometer (2018)

No .1 Half bearings for 
automotive engines
Turbocharger bearings 
(small turbo)
Low-speed marine 
diesel engine bearings

Global share

Low-speed marine 
diesel engine bearings

Global share

  55%
 * Company estimate for 2019　　
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Amid the significant concern over global 
warming, ships are positioned as an efficient 
and environmentally friendly means of 
transport due to their carrying capacity and 
low CO2 emissions.

The overwhelming strength of large ships 
compared to airplanes is their ability to carry a 
large amount of cargo in a single load at a low 
cost. Based on weight nearly 100% of Japanese 
imports and exports are shipped by sea.
　Large marine engines require highly reliable 
bearings with superior durability. We are able to 
manufacture high-quality bearings with excellent 
durability, even when the bearings have a 
diameter exceeding one meter.
　As the world’s population continues to rise and 
the global shipping volume by sea is expected to 
increase, we are striving to ensure a stable supply 
of products.
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Special Feature 2  Creation of New Business Lines and Initiatives for New Technologies

Creation of
new business lines
and initiatives 
for new technologies

DAIDO open-innovation activities

Partition made using the aluminum 
sound absorbing plate CALME

DDL series

Virtual-reality 
experience 
simulating being 
in a factory

Creating new business lines

We are currently conducting trials with the aim of 
collaborating with several startup companies. Together with 
one of those companies we evaluated the effectiveness of 
training using virtual reality (VR) at a manufacturing site. As 
the results were positive we decided to establish a new 
department within the Company specializing in the sale 
of VR cloud-computing software for the manufacturing 
industry.

Creating new business lines

Development of a metal porous functional 
material

As material development for products other than bearings, we 
conducted research and development based on the material 
manufacturing technology for the Company’s aluminum 
sound absorbing plate CALME, which is already being 
manufactured and sold, in order to introduce to the market 
porous products that combine excellent characteristics such 
as sound absorption, water absorption and heat dissipation, 
with the strength and heat 
resistance of metal.
　Based on those 
characteristics there are 
expected to be applications 
containing this product in a 
wide range of fields, including 
automotive parts, facilities 
and public buildings, and the 
Company will promote the 
creation of new markets.

Development of a low-friction polymer 
plain bearing material

Developing new technologies

As polymer plain bearings exhibit excellent low-friction 
characteristics they have many applications as automotive 
parts. To respond to increasing demands in recent years 
for polymer plain bearings with even lower friction, the 
Company has been working on developing a material with 
friction lower than that of conventional materials.
　As a result the Company began selling new polymer 
plain bearings in the automotive sector field in FY2019. 
The Company expects that there will be many applications 
using this material and will continue developing new 
markets.

Development of plain bearings for 
motorcycle and racing engines

Developing new technologies

Plain bearings for motorcycle and racing engines are used 
under operating conditions of high rotational speeds and 
high loads. In order to increase engine performance the 
Company worked on developing a material with excellent 
friction and wear characteristics to meet the demands 
for even higher engine output. As a result the Company 
started production of plain bearings with a new surface 
treatment (metal plating) in FY2019 which contributed to 
the achievement of higher engine performance.
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